Natasha Pincus
Internationally renowned storyteller
Not only is Natasha Pincus a leading Australian creative and multi
award-winning film director and writer, she is also a qualified and
experienced lawyer and scientist.
If that wasn't enough, Natasha is also an internationally renowned
storyteller whose work has been embraced by millions - the
music video she directed, edited and produced for Gotye's multi
ARIA and Grammy award-winning song Somebody That I Used
to Know has been viewed by over half a billion people around the
world. The video won more than 50 international awards and its
viral spread created a landmark internet sensation.
Regarded by her peers as a true contemporary renaissance
thinker, Natasha is a passionate, talented, dynamic and popular keynote speaker who loves to challenge,
inspire and entertain her audiences on a wide range of topics.
With professional experience in a range of sectors - from Law to Science and back through the worlds of
Film and Music - Natasha is uniquely placed to understand the cultures, needs and tastes of a wide variety
of industries, their workplaces and members.
Natasha's insights into unlocking GENIUS are world class. She believes that there is more talent within
you, and around you, than you have yet imagined. You just need to know how to access it.
Unforgettable and unorthodox, Natasha Pincus's talks are always a high-energy experience, no matter
what the topic.
Natasha Pincus talks about:

As a speaker she is changing minds one at a time with her ideas on performance, innovation and
engagement. I am not a Genius and So Are You is the title of Natasha's latest manifesto.

Natasha believes:
• There is no objective standard for ‘genius'
• Genius is not a birthright
• Genius is not a gift made by the gods
• Genius is a label. And it's one you can give yourself
• Our previous understanding of ‘genius' is now obsolete. It's time to redefine it
• As a genius you will become the best version of yourself
• In our world, anyone can be a genius

Client Testimonials
Sometimes you meet someone so extraordinary they are hard to define. Natasha Pincus is
extraordinary.
Fazio Advisory

I work with talented, creative people on a daily basis. Never have I met Natasha's equal. Within
seconds she'll have you so wrapped up in her words you'll never want to escape.
Olson Advertising

Natasha Pincus is a fantastic collaborator with countless excellent creative ideas. She
approaches her projects with a passion I find inspiring.
Wally de Backer (Gotye)

Natasha Pincus was one of the most talked about speakers at BIGSOUND Music+Design 2014.
Natasha’s passion and drive coupled with her boundless talent made her a truly inspiring
speaker, leaving the audience buzzing afterward.
BIGSOUND Music+Design 2014 Curator

Natasha Pincus is a woman of rare distinction. Her creative vision is utterly unique and her ability
to communicate her stories in a dynamic, bold, brave and delightful way will surprise and inspire
in equal measure. She's fresh, fun and insightful.
Rob Carlton, Shadowfax Entertainment (for Tropfest)

Natasha is a bona fide polymath. If da Vinci was alive today — and was young, female and had a
cool haircut — he would be Natasha Pincus.
Dr. Paul Cullen (PhD, Bsc(Hons), MACA, PACFA Reg)

Natasha is one of the most creative thinkers I know. She immerses herself so completely in her
work, yet somehow maintains the ability to be fun and easy to work with. I don't know where her
energy comes from, but I want some of it!
Missy Higgins

Client Testimonials
Natasha Pincus is unorthodox, original and bursting with creative energy that has seen her work
connect with millions of people worldwide. She is highly strategic and a gifted storyteller.
Sue Maslin, Producer, Curator/Moderator for Friday on My Mind Talks

